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Regardless of whether you are a large corporate enterprise, 
government organization or small-medium business (SMB) you 
now need to provide cloud-based applications and data storage for 
your employees, customers and users. Compared to traditional on-
premise data storage with self-managed back-up servers, cloud 
storage offers vastly superior user mobility, access reliability, 
automatic back-up and real-time collaboration applications. Cloud 
storage is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) product that removes 
the need for enterprises to internally manage data storage and 
back-up facilities, thereby eliminating capital expenses on server 
hardware and operational expenses on IT personnel. Nonetheless 
there remain enormous technical and operational challenges to 
overcome when migrating an enterprises data to the cloud. 

Migration to the Cloud 

Large enterprises already face a complex myriad of threats, 
problems and challenges when migrating data to the cloud. 
Tomorrows enterprises will face even more threats with 
the impending advent of super-computers and artificial 
intelligence (AI) technologies. These challenges are; 

(1) CLOUD SECURITY – the No.1 challenge facing cloud 
storage from all major providers including Amazon, 
Google, Microsoft, IBM, Apple, Box and Alibaba.  
 

(2) COST & COMPLEXITY – while cloud storage may be 
very cheap, additional security products from multiple 
vendors add significant costs and new IT demands.   
 

Challenges for Enterprises 

All the major cloud storage providers offer online storage products with 50GB – 1TB of capacity 
per user for as low as US$5 - $10 per month. They are selling huge amounts of storage at near 
their operational costs simply to sell additional cloud products that can be installed on top of their 
cloud storage platform. If you own the cloud storage, then you also effectively control what other 
cloud-based applications the customer can readily use. Cloud based SaaS products such as email, 
chat, document editing, CRM, ERP and Customer Billing create huge amounts of data that needs 
to seamlessly integrate with the enterprises cloud interface and on-premise legacy storage.  

Because customers become dependent on cloud-based applications, cloud storage must provide 
all users with 100% access reliability and back-up capabilities from anywhere in the world. It should 
also provide the best possible cyber-security defense to protect confidential data. To provide 100% 
access reliability and back-up the major storage providers make up to 10 copies of every single 
user account and file. Then they store these 10 account copies separately on 10 different servers 
in their global network of hundreds of servers (located in numerous countries). This also provides 
for fast access and low latency enabling real-time cloud applications from anywhere in the world. 
The major cloud providers will never lose your data. However, they cannot stop it being hacked.  

The fundamental weakness of all single vendor cloud storage solutions from the major players 
lies in their centralized structure. In effect they suffer from the same weakness that legacy on-
premise servers suffer from. Regardless of how many layers of cyber-security defenses you install, 
once penetrated a hacker has access to the files for every user account. To reduce their exposure 
to external threats these global companies use a limited form of decentralization called batch user 
sharding. Billions of user accounts are divided into batches of 10,000 to 1 million that are stored 
on different networks of servers for each batch of users. While this limits their overall liability to a 
single external breach, if one of your 10 servers are hacked then your data has been stolen forever. 

The Problem: Centralized Cloud Storage and Security 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

CRYPTYK CLOUD is comprised of two decentralized SaaS platforms (called VAULT 
and SENTRY) that are integrated together to form the first complete, “all-in-one”, single 
vendor solution for enterprise-class cloud storage and security applications.  

VAULT takes decentralized file storage down to below the individual file level. It splits 
each file into 5 file pieces with 2 layers of encryption and then stores them separately 
on 5 storage nodes in IBM, Google, Amazon, Microsoft and Box. This leverages the low 
cost, fast access and high reliability of global cloud storage providers without the risk.  

SENTRY is a decentralized network security manager that controls all authorization, 
tracking, monitoring, logging and quarantining functions for file storage, file sharing, 
network communications and user access. This network security manager is built on 
a private permissioned blockchain network using IBM’s Hyperledger technology.   

CRYPTYK CLOUD: Decentralized Cloud Storage and Security  

Centralized cloud storage needs to be protected against a wide variety of potential cyber-security and operational threats. 
This involves deploying multiple layers of security software from numerous vendors to address each of these omni-present 
threats. It also involves re-training IT staff to manage this patchwork integration of security and storage software. These multi-
vendor solutions don’t allow enterprises to reduce IT staffing levels when migrating on-premise data to the cloud, as they need 
to be re-trained to manage the new software environment. Moreover, for every $1 spent on cloud storage over $4 is now spent 
on security products to protect that storage. Despite this hacking is now more frequent than ever. Ultimately, the choice of 
cloud security and operational systems is more important for most enterprises than the choice of storage provider. 
Unfortunately, all conventional solutions to protect cloud data against the 6 major security threats have inherent weaknesses. 
They are only partially effective but add major cost and complexity.  A simpler, more effective and cheaper solution is required. 

Major Security Threats to Cloud Storage 

(1) External Threats (2) Viral Threats (3) Operational Threats 

(4) Internal Threats (5) Surveillance Threats (6) Data Sovereignty Risks 

External threats include sophisticated 
criminal syndicates, nation states and 
lone hackers (or hacktivists). The goals 
of external hackers include financial 
profit, intelligence gathering, disruption 
to infrastructure and political activism. 

Internal threats can account for more 
than 30% of potential risk for theft of 
critical data and IP for many large 
enterprises. They include unethical or 
disgruntled employees, and accidental 
disclosure or loss due to human error. 

Viral threats include an ever-growing 
library of malware, ransomware and 
bots usually spread via email or internet 
downloads. Even if anti-virus software 
is updated frequently, there is always a 
window when protection is unavailable. 

Operational threats include Denial-of-
Service (DoS) flood attacks and system 
failures of the cloud storage service. 
The latter occurred at Amazon recently 
costing customers over US$6 Billion in 
lost productivity during a 4-hour failure.   

Surveillance threats involve the silent 
background monitoring of either user 
devices (PC’s and Phones) or network 
equipment such as WiFi routers. Like 
many viruses, most spyware is installed 
via email or internet downloads.  

Data Sovereignty is a major issue for 
most government organizations that 
provide online services. Governments 
require that all cloud data is stored 
only in their own country, which the 
major global players can’t guarantee. 
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VAULT technology is described as Decentralized, User-Encrypted, 
File Storage with Dual Encryption and RAID architecture.  

• Decentralized storage involves each individual file being split 
into 5 separate encrypted pieces or shards which are stored 
separately across 5 independent cloud storage providers.   
 

• User-Encryption means that all file encryption keys are only 
stored locally on the user’s computer device (ie: PC, Notebook 
or Smartphone) with no keys stored anywhere online in the 
cloud. Note that network administrators have access to an 
air-gapped offline back-up copy of all encryption keys in case 
of user device loss or user account suspension / deletion. 
 

• Dual Encryption means encryption is implemented in 2 layers. 
The first layer of encryption is implemented at the file level 
before it is split into 5 distinct shards. The second layer 
occurs at the sub-file level after the file is split. In total each 
file is encrypted using six different RSA-256 encryption keys. 
 

• RAID architecture stores two of the individual encrypted file 
shards on each storage node in a staggered structure. This 
design enables the user to decrypt and access files from any 
4 out of the 5 storage nodes available. Hence user access is 
guaranteed even if one of the five cloud storage providers 
suffers an operational failure or DoS / DDoS attack.  

VAULT represents a paradigm shift in cloud storage offering the 
best of both centralized and decentralized storage technologies. 
Decentralization and encryption at the sub-file level builds in 
passive protection against external, viral and operational threats. 
However, unlike other decentralized storage platforms, VAULT 
still offers the global access reliability, automatic data back-up 
and fast access / low latency of the major global cloud providers. 
Vastly superior security is automatically built into file storage 
while user experience is improved, and management is simplified.  

 

VAULT: Decentralized Cloud Storage  

(4) Decentralized File Storage with RAID architecture 

(1) File Layer Encryption A 

(3) Sub-File Layer Encryptions B, C, D, E, F 

(2) File Splitting / Sharding 

A           B           C           

D     E           F           

(5) Encryption Keys stored only on User Device 

SENTRY: Decentralized Cloud Security and Network Management  

SENTRY technology is a Decentralized Security Auditing and Network Management platform that 
uses integrated Private Permissioned Blockchain Networks to protect against internal and 
surveillance threats. Importantly, all users who access files on VAULT have a verified ID on SENTRY. 

• Decentralized Security Auditing and Network Management technology uses multiple algorithm 
processing nodes in a blockchain network to verify, authorize and record every single file and 
user related event within an enterprise. This involves creating a secure, permanent, immutable 
record of every time a user file stored on VAULT is uploaded, downloaded, shared, edited, viewed, 
printed or emailed within an enterprises SENTRY Private network or with a user on another 
SENTRY network (including our SENTRY Public network). It is also a permanent record of all user 
activity allowing network administrators to monitor, control and quarantine user access to files.  
 

• Private Permissioned Blockchain Networks are consensus driven storage networks that create 
immutable records of verified data that cannot ever be altered or deleted. Unlike public 
blockchain networks the level of user privacy, security and access permission to data can be 
customized for each individual user. This allows for customizable access permission levels 
tailored for administrators, managers, teams, employees, customers and external 3rd parties.    



 

 

  

CRYPTYK APPS: Applications and Plug-ins built for CRYPTYK CLOUD 

Once you have a fully secure, fast, customizable cloud storage platform there is no 
limit to the applications that can be built on top of it. Every app now needs security 
and user ownership of data. Hence CRYPTYK CLOUD is the ideal ecosystem for secure 
cloud apps to be built on top of. The turn-key version of the CRYPTYK CLOUD SaaS 
product suite is scheduled for release in mid-2020. This will include an Application 
Programming Interface (API) and Software Development Kit (SDK) to enable an open-
source developer community to grow. The Cryptyk Token (CTK) has already been 
launched as a tradable digital currency for incentivizing 3rd party software developers 
to integrate CRYPTYK technology into their apps. Cryptyk Inc. will also build plug-ins 
for integrating MS Office and Adobe, and Apps for Encrypted Email / Chat / Payments.   

CRYPTYK CLOUD: Protection against all Major Security Threats 

 (1) EXTERNAL THREATS – For an external security breach to occur the hacker must simultaneously 
breach the security of 4 out of 5 of the major cloud providers (ie: IBM, Amazon, Google, Box and 
Microsoft) and then break 6 different RSA-256 encryptions. Even if the hacker can achieve this incredible 
feat with the assistance of a super-computer or AI tools, he only gets access to a single file stored by a 
single user. Hence CRYPTYK CLOUD makes the major cloud providers 100% immune to large-scale 
hacks of their server networks. Even the storage providers themselves cannot access the files VAULT 
stores on their servers. The only external hacks possible are on individual user devices, meaning that 
only one user can be hacked at a time. This miniscule attack surface is unattractive to most hackers.  

(2) VIRAL THREATS – Most viral threats operate by downloading a self-executing program or file onto 
either the users local hard drive or the cloud drive network they use. This occurs automatically once the 
file is opened and is typically spread via email or file sharing applications. However, if the user device 
has its default storage option set to CRYPTYK CLOUD, the virus is split into 5 double encrypted pieces 
and stored across 5 independent storage providers. As the 5 viral file pieces cannot communicate with 
each other the program cannot execute or run. Hence any form of virus, malware or ransomware cannot 
operate when stored on a VAULT drive. Nonetheless, web servers and client applications can still 
perform anti-virus scans of all uploaded and downloaded files to minimize storage waste. 

(3) OPERATIONAL THREATS – Our RAID storage architecture enables complete file access from just 4 
out of the 5 cloud storage nodes used. Hence if any one storage provider has an operational failure or 
is the target of a DoS or DDoS attack, seamless cloud access is still available for the user. Given that 
most cloud storage providers suffer an operational failure only a few times a year, failure of two storage 
providers at the same time can be considered a very remote possibility. Moreover, if our web application 
servers suffer an operational failure then file access is still available via the client-based applications 
stored on user devices. Hence, we can offer true 24/7/365 access to files for all users. 

(4) INTERNAL THREATS – Our blockchain technology provides authorized managers and network 
administrators total access to a transparent, permanent and immutable record of every file access or 
user activity event. File sharing and user access can be monitored, audited, tracked and quarantined. 
We are also working with our partner in IBM to build AI that can analyze and predict user behavior to 
warn against potential employees or suspect external contacts before they can act to cause damage.   

(5) SURVEILLANCE THREATS – For the first time, network administrators and creators of file content 
will now be able to track and quarantine shared files both within an enterprise network of users and 
outside the enterprise with unknown 3rd parties. Secure CRYPTYK APPS including encrypted email and 
chat will also reduce exposure to potential phishing attacks that monitor activity on user devices. 

(5) DATA SOVEREIGNTY RISKS – Even though data sovereignty is not an issue for most enterprises 
and individuals, our decentralized storage using independent providers eliminates most sovereignty risk 
issues. Moreover, we can also custom design a geo-fenced cloud solution for enterprise customers. 

CRYPTYK CLOUD offers the most complete, secure, enterprise-class cyber-security platform available for all cloud storage 
applications. Secure cloud access is available via (1) on-line web application servers or (2) client-based software applications 
installed on the user device (ie: PC program or smartphone app). Regardless of cloud access option this unique “all-in-one” 
security and storage solution offers total protection against all the major security threats to the cloud.  



 

 

  

The first “One-Size-Fits-All” Customer Solution 
CRYPTYK CLOUD is the first cloud storage and security management product suite that can be cost effectively used by large 
enterprise organizations, SMB’s, individual professionals and public consumers. To achieve this broad range of cost, 
capability and usability requirements the CRYPTYK CLOUD SaaS platform uses 2 different SENTRY blockchain networks 
(called SENTRY Private and SENTRY Public) and is available in 3 different versions, namely:  

2) X for Large Enterprise Users             $10 - $25 / user / month (50 – 500GB of VAULT Storage + SENTRY Private) 
3) Pro for SMB’s, Teams, Professional Users $10 / user / month (50GB of VAULT Storage + SENTRY Public)  
4) Lite for Individual Users, Retail Customers Free (5GB of VAULT Storage + SENTRY Public) 

 The SENTRY Private blockchain platform is installed on the enterprise customers on-premise server network with the 
Hyperledger technology requiring at least 8 separate algorithm processing nodes for operational deployment. These 
blockchain processing nodes require minimal CPU processing power and storage capacity and hence can be installed on any 
standard desktop PC connected to the enterprises network. Using the SENTRY Private platform authorized managers and 
network administrators can track, control and quarantine all employee and file sharing activity on the VAULT cloud storage 
platform. Our standard turn-key version of SENTRY Private is ideal for most large enterprises with minimal deployment costs. 
However, some enterprises including government departments will typically require some degree of customization and 
specialized deployment service to meet Data Sovereignty and Regulatory requirements. Custom designed enterprise 
solutions are now available. However, custom design work adds to initial deployment costs (but not to ongoing SaaS fees). 

The SENTRY Public blockchain platform is built using the same permissioned blockchain technology as the SENTRY Private 
network. However, the blockchain processing nodes are managed by Cryptyk Inc. for public access and the permission 
structure is designed for individual users where a different level of privacy is required. The SENTRY Public network is designed 
to meet the EU’s General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) and ensures that the author or creator of any file has full control 
over who can access the file. SENTRY Public is ideal for SMB’s, small teams, individual professionals and public consumers. 
Once the SENTRY Public network is deployed in mid-2020, network administrators who manage their own SENTRY X network 
will also be able to monitor, track and quarantine their enterprise owned files that are shared with any external 3rd party (who 
must have a user account on the SENTRY Public network for file access). Two different account types are available on 
SENTRY Public, namely the fully featured Pro version and the free Lite version with limited security management features. 

CRYPTYK CLOUD Product Suite and Custom Options 
The CRYPTYK CLOUD turn-key product suite will be available in mid-2020. However, Cryptyk Inc. is already building custom 
designed versions of the X platform for enterprise customers (note: 3 - 6 month typical design and build period). A summary 
of product capabilities and features for CRYPTYK CLOUD X, Pro and Lite products and custom options is given below.    

CRYPTYK CLOUD Product Capability / Feature X Pro Lite 
VAULT Cloud Storage Capacity 50GB – 500GB 50GB 5GB 
SENTRY Blockchain Network SENTRY Private SENTRY Public SENTRY Public 
SaaS Fee / User / Month $10 - $25 $10 Free 
Installation / Deployment Costs for turn-key version (ie: non custom solutions) None None None 
Access Latency to files stored on VAULT (assuming User ID verified on SENTRY) < 200 msec < 200 msec < 200 msec 
Sub-File Level Decentralization and 2-Level RSA File Encryption Yes Yes Yes 
Multiple Storage Vendor Redundancy Yes Yes Yes 
18 Factor Device Fingerprinting and Encrypted UN, PW, Hashes, Keys Yes Yes Yes 
Secure 2FA for Individual File Sharing via SMS or Email  Yes Yes Yes 
Automatic Cold Storage Encryption Key Back-up Yes Yes Yes 
User Managed Cold Storage Key Back-up (Zero Knowledge option for GDPR) Custom only Yes Yes 
File Viewing (PDF and Image files only) Yes Yes Yes 
Web-based User Interface Yes Yes Yes 
Access to free 3rd party plug-ins and apps Yes Yes Yes 
File Viewing, Creating and Editing (all file types) Yes Yes - 
Client-based User Interface & Mobile Sync. (via PC & Smartphone Apps) Yes Yes - 
File-level Access Permissions, Watermarking & Versioning Yes Yes - 
File History / Logging / Auditing / Tracking / Quarantining  Yes Yes - 
Group Admin, Migration, Back-up, MFA and Time Sensitive File Sharing Yes Yes - 
Access to Encrypted Email, Chat, Messaging Apps Yes Yes - 
Hybrid Drive Link to On-Premise Server Networks Yes - - 
Network Admin, Security Control, User Quarantining, Permissions  Yes - - 
Shadow Data Analysis / Full Audit / Data Leak Prevention (DLP) Yes - - 
Remote Wipe, Account Deletion, Mobile User Tracking & Analysis Yes - - 
Industry Specific Compliance Tools (eg: FINRA, HIPPA, SEC) Custom only - - 
Configurable Data Geo-Fencing for complete Data Sovereignty Custom only - - 
Access to plug-ins for Enterprise Software (eg: CRM, ERP, Customer Billing) Custom only - - 
Enterprise managed Application servers and Cold Storage Key Back-up servers  Custom only - - 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

Corporate Web Site:       cryptyk.com 

CTK Token Investor Site:  cryptyk.io 

Demonstration Prototype:  vault.cryptyk.com 

Contact Enterprise Sales:  sales@cryptyk.com 
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